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President Burstein confronts climate crisis in convocation
McKinley Breen
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

On Thursday, Sep. 19, President
Mark Burstein opened this year’s convocation series with a talk entitled “Is
our Future Too Hot to Handle?” He
began with a discussion of the situation in the Amazon Rainforest and
how hundreds of thousands of acres
are currently on fire, much of the
destruction manmade.
Additionally, the Brazilian federal government is doing very little
while the fires destroy one of the
world’s greatest natural resources.
While this news has been cycling
for the past several months, something more obscure that he mentioned
was that July was the hottest month
ever recorded since weather recording
began in the 1880’s.
Meanwhile, Wisconsin saw our
own climate disaster this year when
the Polar Vortex swept through the
state, plunging us into a state of emergency for several days.
The crux of his convocation,
however, was not on the climate crisis,
but rather on how it is currently being
seen by the people.
For example, in the United
States, a poll showed that approximately 90% of college graduates who
identify as liberal thought that cli-

The topic of President Burstein’s Convocation was climate change.
Photo by Sarah Navy.

LU alumna assumes archivist job

McKinley Breen
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Lina Rosenberg Foley has recently joined the Lawrence faculty as the
University Archivist, taking over for
Erin Dix who had left just at the end
of the summer.
As such, she has only been with
the university for a couple of weeks.
However, she is still a familiar face
around campus. In fact, Rosenberg
Foley is actually a Lawrence graduate
from the class of 2015 and is extremely happy to be back on campus.
Armed with a degree in environmental studies, she originally studied
under the tutelage of Professor of

Anthropology Peter Neal Peregrine,
helping curate the university’s anthropology collections.
That quickly landed her a job in
the Lawrence archives, at that time
overseen by none other than Dix, who
just so happened to be a Lawrence
grad herself from the class of 2008.
After graduating, Rosenberg
Foley moved to Colorado and was
working in a natural history museum
in Leadville. From there, she slowly
moved her way to a more historical
and archival focus until getting her
master’s degree in library sciences
with a concentration in archival work.
However, nothing can compete
with knowing the collection you are
working with, and Rosenberg Foley

Staff Writer

_____________________________________
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Above: Lina Rosenberg Foley has taken over the job of archivist for Erin Dix, who left Lawrence after the 2018-2019 school-year.
Below: Foley showed a member of The Lawrentian staff an ambrotype of Lawrence’s first graduating class.
Photos by Caroline Garrow.
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Changes to student
printing allowances
Molly Ruffing

See page 2

mate change was real and humans
were contributing, but that number
dropped to just over 50% for those
identifying as conservative with a college degree. Those numbers dropped
about another 10% for people without
a college education.
This is what is too hot to handle.
There is a large amount of scientific
research that shows climate change—
or what many environmentalists prefer to refer to as the climate crisis—is
in fact a very real and tangible thing.
There are things that can and are
being done to mitigate it.
What is more dangerous is a
deep political divide that continues to
tribalize the nation.
Politicians refuse to acknowledge
the climate crisis, much less do anything about it, which only exacerbates
the problems that are destroying our
planet.
As the political divides continue
to deepen, we lose focus of the common
ground that all humans share, and these
divides prevent us from recognizing the true
concerns, like the ongoing climate crisis, or
from doing anything to stop it.
Moving forward we must find that
common ground and always promote education, doing what we can to stop denying
extremely clear science.
Only then can these divides heal and
bring us closer to a better future.

In an effort to encourage sustainable decision-making on campus, Lawrence University has implemented a yearly print allowance. Vice
President for Student Life Christopher
Card sent out an email to students on
behalf of the Sustainability Steering
Committee on Monday, Sept. 9.
In his email, Card explained that
the changes to student printing procedures were made to reduce waste and
encourage sustainable practices. Over
the past year, Lawrence University
spent over $20,000 on office paper
according to Card.
The new print allowance limits
each student to $300 worth of printing per year, which equates to 2,000
single-sided black and white images.
Historically, the majority of Lawrence
students do not come near this new
limit. The allotment was set in order
to find an amount that would allow
the majority of students to be able to
comfortably print materials needed
for class while also limiting excessive
printing.
The allotment is not an additional charge to students, but rather
“an equal allotment provided to each
student by the university,” according
to Card’s email. This allowance does
accommodate photocopies as well
as color printing. Each single-sided
black and white image costs 15 cents
and 30 cents for double-sided black
and white images. Single-sided color
images are 40 cents, and double-sided
color images cost 80 cents.
Once a student has used their
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printing allowance, charges can be
applied to Viking Gold. There is no
way to add money to a student’s print
allowance other than by simply paying
the printing fees through a different
method.
In addition to individual students being limited, departments and
organizations are also being monitored. Individual departments are
now in charge of managing their own
printing budgets rather than having a
print budget that applies to the whole
campus.
Student organizations will each
receive a print allowance of $100 at
the start of the academic year. At the
end of the academic year, the organization will then be charged for all of
the printing it completed throughout
the year.
The Student Welfare Committee
of Lawrence University Community
Council (LUCC) and the Sustainability
Steering Committee collaborated
on this policy. The Student Welfare
Committee received the proposal during spring of last year, allowing time
for questions and concerns before
implementation.
The Sustainability Steering
Committee seeks “to instill a culture
of sustainable long-range planning
throughout the university by promoting sustainability in planning, development and operation of the campus
environment and facilities.” These
efforts can be seen in the change to
student printing procedures as well as
elimination of paper in other places,
such as programs for Convocation.
The best method for checking
the balance of your print allowance is
to login to http://print.lawrence.edu.
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New alumna archivist
continued from page 1

seemed totally at ease while taking
us through the archives. Despite only
being here a few weeks and having
been gone for four years, her knowledge of the collection is still extensive.
During her time at Lawrence,
Rosenberg Foley was heavily involved.
She was on advisory committees to
the dean and was a part of Gaming
Club and president of Viking Chorale.
In fact, when she first came to
Lawrence, Gaming House was a small
living space by City Park.
When she left, they were up to
over 20 members and able to fill a
quad house, and her mark can still be
felt today. The black and gray painted
doors on gaming house were her personal doing.

The Lawrence school year, with
its high academic requirements and
involvement in what tends to amount
to far too many extracurricular activities, often leaves students burnt out.
Few are eager to stay on campus when
classes get out in the spring and summer, much less when they graduate.
However, when asked why she
came back, Rosenberg Foley said,
“There is just something that draws
you back here; you get this feeling of
being home.” We hope that this year
and a new student body will treat
Rosenberg Foley well.
In addition to working at
Lawrence, Rosenberg Foley describes
herself as a huge nerd, loving board
games, video games, Dungeons and
Dragons and going on bike rides. She
also hopes to get involved in some
singing organizations in the Appleton
community.

Photo Feature: Involvement Fair
Photos by Juan Ayala

On Friday, Sept. 20, dozens of student organizations convened to vie for the
membership of new students. The Involvement Fair this year (known in previous years as the Activities Fair), took place in the Somerset and Pusey rooms
of the Warch Campus Center. The fair took place from 7 to 8 p.m. and quickly
filled with students interested in learning more about Lawrence’s diverse range
of student-run organizations. Some of the clubs that participated in the event
included Baking and Cooking Club, the Association for Women in Mathematics, LU Frisbee Association, LU Pagan Society, Greenfire, Sign Language Club,
Women’s Longboarding Club, LU Quizbowl and Brother to Brother: A Men of
Color Empowerment Organization Building Intergenerational Relationships.

Student Life Department Changes
Department Update:

Campus Life has restructured
into two new offices: the Office
for Residential Education &
Housing and the Office of Student Activities. Both are located
on the fourth floor of the Warch
Campus Center. This change
allows our staff to more clearly
focus their attention and energy
to their specific area. (Residential
Education: community development in the residential spaces
and Student Activities: support for student organizations,
student programming and Greek
life)

Personnel Updates:

Dean of Students Office:
Rose Wasielewski, Associate
Dean of Students & Dean of the
Sophomore Class
Rose’s new office is located in
the Dean of Students Office,
Raymond House (Corner of
Alton St. and Lawe St.), Office
203, second floor. In her new
role, her primary responsibilities
will be programmatic and transitional support for sophomores,
transfers and first generation
students as well as advisor to
Lambda Sigma, the sophomore
honor society and the LUCC
Student Welfare Committee.
Office of Residential Education and
Housing:
Amy Uecke, Associate Dean of
Students for Residential Education & Housing
Amy is responsible for fostering
the educational and community development programming
outside of the classroom setting.
In addition, Amy is responsible
for the overall supervision of the
department’s staff.
Bonny Sucherman, Assistant
Director for Residential Education & Hiett Hall Director
In addition to her hall director responsibilities, Bonny
now oversees the Community
Advisor program, which staffs

Like us on
Facebook!

the residence halls with student
leaders who have a specialized
focus on promoting community
wellness through the fostering
of meaningful relationships and
creation of inclusive spaces that
allow for continued learning and
development of the whole self.
Catherine Stern, Assistant
Director for Housing
Catherine continues to manage
all standard aspects of campus
housing and is now a resource
for student meal plans.
Shannon Featherstone, Administrative Assistant
Shannon provides administrative
support for the department.
Office of Student Activities:
Greg Griffin, Director of
Student Activities & the Warch
Campus Center
Greg continues to oversee the
Warch Campus Center and has
added oversight of student activities, Greek life and the Viking
Room.
Charity Rasmussen, Assistant
Director of Student Activities
Charity serves as the primary
point person in support of
student organizations with trip &
event planning, finance management and roster maintenance.
Nadir Carlson, Student Activities Coordinator
Nadir continues to advise
the programming board and
supports major student-led
programming (Blue & White
Weekend, Winter Carnival and
Zoo Days).
Emily Wilson, Administrative
Assistant
Emily will assist students with
making purchases, reserving
vehicles and getting access to
student organization spaces. In
addition, she will provide administrative support for the department and supervise student
workers.

/Lawrentian

World
Indonesia & Ethiopia

On Monday, Boeing
announced it will start paying
$50 million in financial assistance to families of the victims
of the two 737 Max crashes.
Each family of the 346 victims
will receive $144,500. The
crashes of a Lion Air flight and
an Ethiopian Airlines flight
occured in 2018 and have been
determined to be due to a
combination of pilot error and
faulty design, with technical
oversights in the planes being
the major cause. (CNN)

News

Compiled by Allegra Taylor

Brazil
Conservationists blame
Brazil’s president, Jair
Bolsonaro, for causing the
devastating fires that blazed
through the Amazon this past
summer by opening up large
tracts of land to logging and
farming. Bolsonaro, however,
claimed in an address at the
United Nations that the rainforests are sovereign territory,
and belong solely to Brazil.
Bolsonaro has also repeatedly
challenged the demarcated
indigenous territories across
Brazil, claiming that the size is
disproportionate to the number of indigenous people in
Brazil. (BBC)

World
A new major United Nations
(UN) report warns that the
global ocean has been warming non-stop since 1970. Ocean
waters are also rising now
primarily due to the melting
of Greenland and Antarctica,
when previously they were
rising solely due to thermal
expansion. The loss of mass
from the Antarctic ice sheet
between 2007 and 2016 has
tripled compared to the previous ten years. (BBC)
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Athlete of the Week:
Amelia Watson
By Gannon Flynn
This past Sunday, I had the pleasure
of hosting an interview with Amelia
Watson, Lawrence’s Athlete of the
Week for women’s tennis. A first-year
tennis player for LU (in the very early
season, no less), she maintained both
a 4-0 record in singles matches and
a 4-0 mark in doubles matches this
week. Her perfect play was integral to
the Vikings’ squad, as they were the
victors in all four of their matches. If
she has this much to offer so early into
her career at Lawrence, her potential
in her upperclassmen years especially
seems to be extraordinary.
Gannon Flynn: So, first week of the
season and you’re athlete of the week.
How does that feel?
Amelia Watson: It was kinda crazy.
I really wasn’t expecting it at all.
GF: Do you think this a performance
you can repeat?
AW: I mean, I hope so. It depends
on the schools that we play. We’re
expected to do pretty well this year.
We’re trying to make the top four, So

the teams that we played last weekend
were OK, but we’ll be facing better
teams as the year goes on.
GF: Is there any specific area in
your game you feel like you need to
improve on?

STANDINGS

AW: Probably my consistency. There
will be times in matches where I’ll be
doing very well and maybe halfway
through my singles match, my opponent will flip a switch and it’ll be a lot
harder for me to counter.
GF: What’s a challenge or a team that
presents the greatest obstacle to you?
AW: I don’t really know a lot about
the teams because I’m still a firstyear, but I think St. Norbert because
they’re the most similar to us in our
conference. I think that we can beat
them, but I don’t think it’ll be a close
match. We’ve had a lot of matches that
haven’t been exactly close, but we’ll
have to work harder to win against the
teams later in our schedule.

Photo by Caroline Garrow.

Kelli Quick

Volleyball steals one from Carroll

Staff Writer

______________________________________

This past weekend, the Vikings
played against Carroll College. The
first set was neck-and-neck with
Carroll winning by only 2 points. We
dropped off in the second set and
then rallied our way back in the third.
The final score was three to one, with
Carroll sealing the game in the fourth
set. In an interview with women’s volleyball head coach Kim Falkenhagen,
she outlined what her goals are for
this season: “Our goals for this season are to improve our record from
last year, communicate more and
become a more well-rounded team.”
On improvement of the team, she
commented, “I am really proud of
the team so far. They are working
hard, learning a bunch of new things
and learning how to implement them
together. Some are also learning new
positions. They are very receptive and
a fun group to work with. Specifically,
I would have to say our home match
vs. Marian was the turning point to
our successful fight. The team fought
well, and I can see progress from that
match to date.” In response to what
changed from the rally in the third
set to fourth, Coach Falkenhagen
said, “The team fought hard against
Carroll, but in being a young team we
will have bumps in the road until we
find our consistency.”
In an interview with sophomore
#16 Sophia Galassini, she was asked
at what age she started playing volleyball, why she still plays now and

what she loves about the sport. She
answered, “I started playing club
when I was 12 after playing a few seasons at my elementary school. I was
really tall and skinny for my age, so
people often recommended me to play
volleyball. Volleyball has been such
a big part of my life for such a long
time. I don't think I could ever give
it up. I will definitely continue coaching after my collegiate years. I love
the focus on the team and individual
aspects of the game.” In response
to what challenges she faced during
the game, she responded by saying,
“Carroll had a pretty big block — as
a front row player it was definitely a
challenge to adjust hitting and focus
on smarter attacking. If there was
a rematch, we would just need to
play our game and take care of business.” Lastly, she answered what she
thought happened from the third set
to the fourth: “During the third set,
we came out with a response to the
first two sets. A theme throughout the
season so far has been how we react to
games and how we respond during the
next game. We all were fired up after
losing and that really motivated us to
push during the third. Unfortunately,
there was low energy and inconsistency during the fourth set. Carroll didn't
do anything special; we definitely fed
off of their low energy.” That’s what
makes the grind so hard, it’s easy to
spark and ignite that ignition, but
keeping your motivation consistent
and constant, that’s a whole new ball
game. This time, unfortunately, that’s
what cost the Lady Vikes the game.

South Division
Cornell
0-0
Illinois
0-0
Knox
0-0
Grinnell
0-0
Monmouth
0-0
Chicago
0-0

1-1
1-1
1-1
0-2
0-2
0-2

WOMEN’S TENNIS
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Grinnell
5-0
5-0
St. Norbert
4-1
5-2
Lawrence
4-1
6-4
Lake Forest
3-1
6-1
Monmouth
3-3
4-6
Cornell
2-2
2-2
Illinois
2-4
3-5
Beloit
1-4
2-4
Ripon
1-4
2-5
Knox
0-5
2-7

OVR
5-2-1
5-2-2
5-3
4-4
3-3-1
4-5-2
2-5-2
2-5-1
1-5
0-7-1

WOMEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Monmouth
0-0
6-1-1
Illinois
0-0
5-3
Lawrence
0-0
5-3
Knox
0-0
5-3-1
Lake Forest
0-0
5-3-1
St. Norbert
0-0
4-5
Grinnell
0-0
3-4-1
Cornell
0-0
3-4
Ripon
0-0
2-6
Beloit
0-0
1-6

Sports by the Numbers
Saves for sophomore goalkeeper and Midwest Conference Defensive Player of
the Week Hunter Lanton

OVR
2-0
1-1
1-1
1-1
0-2
0-2

MEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
St. Norbert
0-0
Knox
0-0
Monmouth
0-0
Grinnell
0-0
Lawrence
0-0
Illinois
0-0
Beloit
0-0
Lake Forest
0-0
Cornell
0-0
Ripon
0-0

Sophomore Sophia Galassini had a team high of eight kills for the Vikes.
Photo by Sebastian Evans.
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FOOTBALL
North Division
TEAM
MWC
Lake Forest
0-0
Lawrence
0-0
Ripon
0-0
St. Norbert
0-0
Beloit
0-0
Macalester
0-0

9

Consecutive victories for
the women’s tennis team
against Alverno

26:00

Top time by senior runner
Joe Kortenhof to claim second at the Titan Fall Classic

VOLLEYBALL
TEAM
MWC
Illinois
1-0
Cornell
1-0
Grinnell
0-0
St. Norbert
0-0
Beloit
0-0
Lake Forest
0-0
Lawrence
0-0
Ripon
0-0
Monmouth
0-1
Knox
0-1

OVR
9-2
7-7
13-2
10-6
7-6
6-8
4-13
2-13
6-7
7-12

Standings are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
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By Allie

Alicandra
By Tia Colbert

They fall like water droplets
from the sky.
Slowly at first, spattering the
ground in patterns that seem calculated.
Then they pick up speed, mottling the intricate designs, blurring
away all shape and form.
Their shower becomes dense, a
translucent wall.
If she leans forward, just a few
inches, she can stretch her right arm,
can just almost reach —
“Alicandra, get back in here
now.”
Her body recoils, arm following. She hits the floor hard as her
mother abruptly releases her vice
grip on her shirt, and her butt stings
from the impact. Her mom begins
yelling, the same old warning that
is repeated on the T.V. broadcast,
at school, on the flashing LED signs
that dot the highway.
The pain from her impact subsides, but Alicandra’s arm begins to
tingle. She follows the feeling down
to where the skinny appendage
becomes five more and is delighted
to see her skin bubbling at the wrist.
“It does burn,” She whispers

Ink
By Allegra Taylor

in awe.
“Jesus, of course it burns! Get
up here, girl. What have you done?
Oh my — where’s the cream?”
Alicandra allows herself to be
picked up and placed on the kitchen
counter by her rambling mother. She
watches her skin the entire time. The
bubbling has stopped, leaving a large
angry welt at the base of her hand.
Rotating her wrist ever so slightly,
she is shocked and intrigued in the
visceral feeling that erupts from the
area. Her eyes squeeze shut. She
grits her teeth. It burns a lot.
“Aw, my baby. Come here, let
me see.” Her mother takes the arm
gently in her left hand, her right
is covered in cream and she lays it
softly on top of the wound.
Alicandra sucks in a sharp
breath. So, this is what pain was.
“Now will you listen to me,
baby?” Her mother was saying. “It’s
too dangerous to be outside in this
weather.”
Alicandra just stares past her,
a new respect for the acid falling
from the sky. It was now a torrential
downpour.

Lore-ence
By Claire Zimmerman

As all incoming Lawrentians
know, there have been a lot of changes implemented this academic year.
As opposed to changes in previous
years, many of these have caused
uproar within the student body.
Among some of the most upsetting
changes are new printing restrictions and changes to the meal plan.
Students are perplexed as to
why there are so many new changes.
Morale is at an all time low, with
only the unsuspecting freshman
class unaffected. Those who have
known better times are appalled.
Reporter Schmitty Newsmonger has
elected to get to the bottom of why
these upsetting changes have been
made to our campus.
Determined to understand
the effects of these new policies,
Newsmonger spent a lot of time
interviewing students. The general
consensus was that students preferred the previous meal plan and
were mildly upset about the printing.
Newsmonger himself is outraged.
Newsmonger spent the first
week of school searching for answers
while his peers were hard at work in
class. Newsmonger stated, “I only
wish to learn the truth. Class does
me no good.” While Newsmonger’s
grades may suffer, his spirit remains
strong.
Despite a week’s worth of
snooping, Newsmonger was unable
to obtain any real information that
was not already known about the
printing and the meal plan changes.
This did not stop Newsmonger from
forging a story.
Reporter Newsmonger pointed out, “There are fewer fruit and
vegetables available on campus this
term, at least in the Corner Store and
in the Café. Have you noticed the
submarine sandwiches they offer in
the Corner Store don’t have tomato
anymore? Don’t you think that’s

odd?” When we at The Lawrentian
responded that they are trying to
include food more seasonally and
that might be why these changes
have been made, Newsmonger cut
us off: “Listen, you can believe what
you want, but you’re not seeing the
whole story clearly!”
Because he had stepped foot
once into the admissions office located in Chapman Hall, Newsmonger
claims to be an expert on admissions
policy. Newsmonger insisted, “One
of Lawrence’s biggest selling points
is our dedication to student health
through the Wellness Center. Clearly
they’re trying to malnourish us so
that more students take advantage
of their services!”
Once Newsmonger realized that
we were unconvinced, he continued
on with more desperate enthusiasm,
“Students will be sad, depressed,
weakened by the tribulations caused
by this school. Morale will be at an
all time low! And then, when we are
at our worst, they’ll hit us with good
news!”
We questioned Newsmonger
about his theory. He gestured wildly
and continued, “Fruit! Vegetables!
Stickers! Tastier food in the
Commons! Free printing for a day!
I’m positive that Lawrence will provide us with these luxuries as school
gets harder and our spirits fall low.
This must be a scheme by the admissions team to keep retention rates
up! You’ll see! By sixth week, we’ll
be having the time of our lives with
edible food and stickers!”
Newsmonger is now on probation from the newspaper.
Unfortunately, conspiracy theories
are not reputable stories that can
be confidently published in The
Lawrentian. We appreciate the sacrifices that Newsmonger made for
our cause, but they were ultimately
unwanted.
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This Week’s Crossword
By Alex Dahl

Across
1.Protagonist of Metal Gear
Solid, with 25 Across
6. Curry or Allen
9. The Iliad and The Odyssey
10. Craigslist abbreviation
11. ____ and Luther
12. Like a record, baby
13. Homer’s neighbor
14. No release date, abbr.
15. Like a sailor
16. An officer in British chiv
alry, abbr.
17. It makes up genes
19. Usually precedes dude
20. Zoo Wee _____ (Diary
of a Wimpy Kid Catchphrase)
22. Old phrase for texts, abbr.
23. A large country house
24. Multiple hosts of Extreme
Makeover: Home Edition
25. See 1 across

Down
1. Says Slangily
2. Word in a business’s window from 9-5
3. 2008 Lonely Island song
4. Drink than can be sweet
or unsweetened
5. Nintendo handheld
6. Head Honcho
7. Word in a footnote
8. First day of the week, abbr.
12. Oprah’s Lover
16. George Takei’s 		
Catchphrase
18. Run _____
19. Mentally Sharp
21. Form of be
23. Bill Gate’s Company,
abbr.

Last Week’s Answers

Horoscopes
The Signs as Notable Lawyers
By Simone Levy

Aries (Mar. 21 - Apr. 19) – David D. Cole
Taurus (Apr. 20 - May 20) – Jill Wine
Banks
Gemini (May 21 - Jun. 20) – Cicero
Cancer (Jun. 21 - Jul. 22) – Amal Clooney
Leo (Jul. 23 - Aug. 22) – Michelle Obama
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sep. 22) – Thomas
Cromwell
Libra (Sep. 23 - Oct. 22) – Louis Brandeis
Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) – Judith
Sheindlin
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) –
Maximilien de Robespierre
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) – Francis
Scott Key
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) – Francis
Bacon
Pisces (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20) – Robert
Treat Paine

Much Love, Little Lady
By Celeste Reyes
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Smailyn Nicasio

Real Womxn’s Voices: Carla Daughtry

Columnist

_________________________________________________

The assumption that there is a universal
and singular experience as a womxn erases the
nuances and variety that exists. This column
seeks to address the many intersections that
overlap in an individual’s life. All this is done in
an effort to celebrate the reality of womxnhood
in the various ways it may be expressed.
Professor Carla Daughtry never imagined
she would be a teacher, especially in a place like
Appleton. Her lifelong attraction to the unfamiliar has given her a natural openness to new
experiences that have, more often than not, been
immensely rewarding to her.
Professor Daughtry can pinpoint exactly
what made her the person she is today: “I
grew up in multiple locations and places,” she
explained. “My father[‘s career] in the Air Force
caused us to move around — I was born in
California, we lived in Texas, then upstate New
York…” Alabama became home for a time, first
in the metropolitan area and then the “deepcountry backwoods” where Professor Daughtry
began her schooling. Later, Ohio, Maryland and
Washington D.C. became momentary homes
that added to her experience as a young traveler.
The process of moving and settling the
family throughout her childhood made Professor
Daughtry the perpetual new kid in the neighborhood. The anxiety that a child might naturally
feel at the idea of new people in new social settings is particularly sharp when paired with
being the new African American girl in predominately white areas. Discomfort with such hypervisibility was a familiar feeling for a time before
it suddenly stopped hurting as much. Daughtry
learned to stop feeling the weight of the stares.
Once she found a silver lining in her uprooting,
it was difficult to see past the chance for renewal.
“I saw leaving as an opportunity to escape
and explore,” Professor Daughtry said. “I loved
moving; it gave me this wanderlust, this travel
bug! I always wished [my family] got to travel
abroad.”
Her eventual career as an anthropologist
gave Professor Daughtry plenty of opportunity
to travel outside the United States. She can still
recall the excitement she felt when leaving the
country for the first time to study abroad in

Associate Professor of Anthropology Carla Daughtry.
Photo by Anton Zemba.

Cairo, Egypt, as a college junior. “I thought I was
going home to the motherland, back to Africa,”
she admitted. Instead, Professor Daughtry landed in a country of people that retained a distinct
cultural identity that separated them from the
rest of the continent. Instead of being disappointed, Professor Daughtry left with an experience that fundamentally changed her.
“[The trip] opened up my worldview on

Big Momma’s house: Volume I
Liam Wood

for The Lawrentian

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

There is a tendency among Lawrentians to assume that the City of Appleton is an uninteresting place, leading many to rarely leave campus. With my experience as a “townie,” this column
seeks to profile spots in the city to burst your Lawrence bubble, while also giving side-by-side
comparison with my eponymous mom’s home.
It’s that time of year again: the time when the pitter-patter of intoxicated feet sings through the
quad, and a time when the number of people in Appleton who wear overalls skyrockets. Welcome
back, Lawrentians.
For those of you who are new to campus, you may have already heard of the Lawrence bubble.
In general, Lawrentians keep to campus and Appleton likewise mostly ignores its most accoladed
institution. It was not always this way; our ancestors once lived in cohesive, caring communities. But,
technology has split our modern world into pockets and cleaved college and community in two. This
is still a huge tragedy; the Lawrence bubble can quickly become limiting, and it swindles students out
of all this town has to offer.
We need some way to eliminate these bubbles, and I know just how to cure it. Being a townie, I
know all the ins and outs of this place, and I’d like to be your Appletonian Aladdin. You see, I’ve got
a secret list of top spots, underrated-yet-can’t-miss places where the intrepid can always find a good
time. Here’s the kicker: I’m ready to share this list with you for the low, low price of only $59,000.
What’s that? Your tuition is already paid? Then step onto my carpet and away we go!
If quality eateries were volcanoes, Appleton would be a certified hotspot. But, like volcanoes, it
can be hard to find them. Sometimes they lie dormant and are easily overlooked. Make no mistake,
though, as we are living in the Ring of Fire.
Our two gastronomic geysers for today are small and unassuming establishments with food
quality that is off the charts. One block north of the College Ave. Walgreens, on the corner of
Richmond and Franklin squats My Lee’s Egg Roll House. Probably the least-known eggroll place in
Appleton, My Lee’s is run by My Lee, a Hmong businesswoman who has been profiled and featured
in the Appleton Post-Crescent. The eggrolls are homemade and delicious, and the Boba tea resembles
a milkshake more than anything. The rangoons are 50 cents each, which is almost calculated by God
to buy for $4.20 the perfect amount of food to fight the munchies. My Lee’s may not have the widest
menu, but they know what they do and do it well.
Another spot that has great food is actually in Menasha, or Appleton South (for those familiar
with the Appleton high school system). Pull up to the house across from the park and you will be
greeted by my mom with a hug and a smile. I will not go too much into how my mother’s cooking is
better than everyone else’s. Suffice to say, the menu is always varied, always delightful and usually
enough for a group of eight to twelve.
So, which is the better spot? This is a tough decision. For one, My Lee’s is very close to campus,
whereas my mom’s house is about a 12-minute drive away. My Lee’s has crazy good Boba tea and
eggrolls, whereas my mom has booze and popsicles. My Lee’s is open all day, whereas my mom’s is
not (I really hope I don’t have to ask y’all to not go there when nobody is home). And, I have to be
honest, my dog hates strangers and will bark at you through the whole meal.
Should we compare the service? Absolutely not! I would never compare My Lee to my mom
(yikes). But, in the end, good old mom will offer you free food and an overstocked fridge along with
the opportunity to take my dog out to pee. My mom’s house wins this round by a hair and a prayer.

notions of race and gender,” she explained. “It
toppled my idea that Blackness and race were
the same around the world. It got me interested in race as a cultural and social convention
defined differently depending on the societal
and historical context.”
A young Professor Daughtry may have precociously acted as an anthropologist in her own
right, but the work she completed as an adult

required her to rewrite her previous outlook
towards new people and new places. The variety
of differences she saw throughout the United
States only intensified during her global travels,
but she had to work against the human tendency
to see through the cultural lens one is familiar
with. Her American-centric perspective could
have clouded her studies if she were not committed to always actively engaging and appreciating
how people interpret the world differently.
Professor Daughtry is among the generations of anthropologists who follow Ruth
Benedict’s example and work to move away from
the historical elitism and racism the field originated with. Benedict’s anthropologic methodology focused on making the world safer for diversity — the notion revitalized the field. While the
current state of the field no longer resembles its
past, Professor Daughtry hopes for more change:
“We’re still sending people from the West to
other places. That’s not equity. We’re not seeing
non-Western anthropologist studying us.”
“I’m proud to be an anthropologist of color,”
continued Professor Daughtry. “There’s [certainly] more diversity. There are more womxn in
anthropology, but there needs to be an overturn
of the Western assumption in the field.”
Professor Daughtry admitted that she does
think of herself in terms of motherhood, family
life and her work as an educator. She actively
tries to declutter her life to ensure she has
enough time for all of her responsibilities and
combat against the Lawrentian habit to overschedule.
Particularly as a mother of two biracial
teenage boys, Professor Daughtry now finds
herself thinking of their interactions with the
world more and more: “We’ve already had a
conversation, in a light-hearted fashion, about
what to do with the police. I don’t know if they
feel as hyper-visible as I [did]. We’ll be having
more conversations.”
Outside of work and family, Professor
Daughtry consciously tries to contribute to
causes that empower womxn. She makes it a
point to promote events for Harbor House — the
domestic abuse shelter and advocacy agency
here in Appleton — when she can. Being around
a community of like-minded womxn has always
inspired Professor Daughtry and continues to
do so.

Musical Feature: Rapsittie Street Kids

Liam Wood

for The Lawrentian

_________________________________________________

There’s nothing that brings out the worst
in people like writing a musical. If you think
you know someone who is a decent writer,
maybe even a decent songwriter and thespian,
you might not be too bothered when they try
to write a musical. Well, they will shock and
amaze you when they reveal a two-act-long
piece (with intermission) of poo poo. Writing
musicals is just hard because it takes many of
the mistakes people make when writing movies
(like relying on a good actor or sound effects to
save a show) and turns them up to 11. That is the
reason people say “the movie musical is dead,”
and that is obviously what befell the 2002 movie
“Rapsittie Street Kids: Believe in Santa” by Wolf
Tracer Studios.
“Rapsittie” is an animated movie and an
aggressively bad one. If you want to kill a day,
spend time reading online reviews and watching analyses. It’s like a 40-minute hate child
of “Holler If Ya Hear Me”* and “Dougal.” The
acting is bad, the plot is bad, the songs, the
dialogue, the characters, all bad. The animation style brings eternal shame to anyone who
worked on this. If I found out that somehow
Miyazaki worked on this, I would destroy every
copy of “Spirited Away” I own.
What are you supposed to do when not one
aspect of your movie works? It’s elementary: you
throw money at the script. This is the biggest
mistake Wolf Tracer Studios made, because they
apparently spent zero dollars on hiring an actual
writer. What they did do was go and throw their
cash at big actors like Mark Hamill. Voice actors
do not save shows. I have done enough halfassed school projects turned into musicals to
know that when you’re out of time and money,
you have to give everything you have to the plot
and the dialogue. Screw songs, screw actors
and screw animation. If I had to choose just
one aspect of a show to be handled by a human
and the rest to be handled by baboons, I would
choose the script. You can still have something
good with bad animation, like “South Park.” You
can have something good with horrible voice

acting. One hundred percent ditto for songs.
Even if I could get Lin Manuel Miranda to write
the songs, if I had to choose between Miranda
and a baboon, I would choose the baboon. You
can cut a baboon’s songs to not drag on too long,
but you just can not do that with a plot. You
need a plot. Without that, all you would have is a
Lin Manuel Miranda revue. Stop trying to make
revues a thing.**
Wolf Tracer Studios desperately needed
to spend their money on the script, plot and
dialogue. What makes the script worse is how
obvious it is what the writers are trying to do.
They are trying, legitimately, to use tropes familiar to audiences. Schoolyard bullies pick on a kid
with a big heart, materialistic girl rejects him,
the teacher is put upon. But, they are executed
horribly. There is a scene where two girls and a
guy are searching a basement and the guy says,
“Look, a spider.” The girls scream and the guy
laughs, saying he can totally blackmail them
now. Blackmail HOW?? What trope are they
trying to use, and what world do they live in
where people can be blackmailed for not liking
spiders? Is this supposed to be a reference to
how “girls don’t like bugs” (not sure if that’s
even a trope)? Then, a rich girl throws away a
present because it’s “not from a mall.” There is
no person on earth who thinks the mall equals
rich. It boils down to how evident it is what the
writers think they are doing versus what we see
them actually doing. There are just too many
holes, contrivances and random events. If they
gave the slightest bit more effort to fix it, it could
have been okay. Instead, this movie has A-list
actors saying lines like, “Daddy, tell me he’s a
special man” (about Santa), or “I love creeping
out creepy girls.”
I’d like to credit Peter Lagershausen, Alex
Dahl and Max Craig for showing me this movie.
*Not the Tupac song, the Broadway musical. It is, by all accounts, horrible.
**I would still watch one if Miranda wrote
it.
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Sarah Matthews

Mind the Gap: Sandesh Joshi

for The Lawrentian

_________________________________________________

Traveling across the country on a motorbike isn’t the usual response to the question:
“What did you do over the summer?” However,
freshman Sandesh Joshi did exactly that. In fact,
he has accomplished more than the majority of
new college students with the help of two gap
years.
Originally from Kathmandu, Nepal, Joshi
intends to major in economics and computer
science with a possible minor in innovation and
entrepreneurship. Before coming to Lawrence,
Joshi was intending to take only one gap year.
Students in Nepal who study through Local
Board education don’t receive their twelfthgrade transcripts until August, making it impossible to apply to colleges.
To fill the time, Joshi worked at an internship and applied to colleges. “I worked in a
human rights organization known as Informal
Sector Service Center...for the data analyst
department,” Joshi said. “I used to collect data
of the people that passed away in the civil war
and the amount of property that they lost.”
Joshi gained workforce experience through
his first gap year. His second year came as a
surprise. During the interview part of the application process for his visa to the United States,
Joshi was rejected on the basis of lack of funding for his studies. “Everything went well [with
the interview], but finally they asked me how I
was going to fund my education in the United
States,” Joshi said. “I said, ‘Through my family
funds and family savings,’ and then their next
question was ‘What do your parents do for a living?’ I said, ‘Both of my parents are government
employees,’ and was about to say that my father
is also a consultant for the tourism industry, but
they did not give me a chance to do that,” Joshi
stated.
After the initial shock of being denied his
visa, Joshi took time to get back on his feet.
“[The second gap year] was a bit hard for me,” he
said. “I had never thought about an alternative
to coming here, so I was kind of stuck for two
months. I did not know what to do, and I was
very much depressed,” Joshi said.
Eventually, Joshi gained ground again,

finding new hobbies to partake in. “Slowly, I
started coming back,” he said. “I joined a culinary institute and I gained training in Indian
and Nepalese cuisine for three months, and after
that I decided to travel around Nepal.”
Despite gaining unique skills through
culinary work, Joshi wanted to make a bigger
impact. After applying as one of the 1,500 applicants to the World Experiences Foundation, he
was one of 15 chosen. Joshi’s goal through the
foundation was to make a project that influenced global citizenship, his topic being one of
the biggest economies in Nepal — tourism. “I
wanted to travel around Nepal making a documentary about homestays and community stays
in Nepal,” he said. “I took 24 days. I went around
the country and I stayed in most of the wellknown community homestays.”
Over the course of the trip, Joshi traveled
from Kathmandu to Mechi, then to Mahakali,
and back to Kathmandu, all on his Royal Enfield
Bullet 350cc and KTM Duke 200cc motorbikes.
He realized he became inspired by his travel
experiences, allowing him to open his trekking
guide company in Nepal.
The completely web-based company,
Ember Tours and Treks, although impressive,
came with a cost. “Honestly, I was looking for an
easy way out because I was not sure about my
visa,” Joshi said. “I was constantly thinking I was
dull because of the gap years I was taking, due to
not getting formal education anymore. That was
constantly knocking on my head.”
Despite his company being successful,
Joshi wanted to strive for more and was accepted to Lawrence University as a member of the
Class of 2023. Now attending Lawrence, he looks
back on his gap years, certain of having learned
important life lessons. “It’s not so much about
being an adult or something like that,” he said.
“But, I think I am in a mature emotional space
right now. I also think I’ve been through a lot
of experiences that the domestic students here
have not.”
While some say that the downsides of taking a gap year outweigh the benefits, Joshi
believes that a gap year has the power to make
students more stable for their futures. “I think
a gap year sort of sorts things out for you,” he
said. “Sometimes you’re not sure what you want

Freshman Sandesh Joshi.
Photo by Zhixuan Lyu.

to study. You’re not sure what you’re going to
become, and you’re not sure how your emotional
situation is going to be.”
Now, while reflecting on his past, Joshi
hopes to take his knowledge from the last two
years and create lasting impacts during his four

years at Lawrence. “The most important thing
for me is to make good lifelong friends,” he said.
“That has always been my priority.” Then, after a
quick smile, he added, “Along with the academics, of course.”

Graphic by Max Craig
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Mads Layton

Artist lectures on a lifetime of creation

Staff Writer

______________________________________

Before the audience heard her
speak, they heard her sing, and it
showcased the sheer presence of Joyce
J. Scott. In the Warch Campus Center
Cinema on Thursday, Sept. 19, Scott
spoke with members of the Lawrence
community about her art and her life.
She chatted with and greeted people
as the audience filed in, wearing a
lavender beaded necklace that she had
made and claimed as her own. She
opened her presentation with a song,
and after bantering with the lighting
booth about how dim it should be, she
began to tell her story.
As she worked through the prepared slides, Scott adlibbed with stories and anecdotes about interactions
she had had with people (including
her family) about the work that she
had done. With both maternal and
paternal grandparents being quilters,
as well as her mother, it was almost
a given that she would pick it up as a
skill as well, as they taught her to use
what she had to make what she could.
No textile was thrown away. Each of
them experimented with traditional
patterns and techniques, using scraps
of whatever had frayed around the
house — towels, Uncle Benny’s work
pants, dresses that Scott had outgrown — and turning it into something beautifully encrusted with beads
and stitch work. Scott described quilting as “a diary for preliterate people.”
She began her art journey
“in vitro,” as she would say. Later
she worked as a camp counselor
and moved to college at Maryland
Institute College of Art. Following her
BFA, she received her master’s degree
in crafts from the Instituto Allende in
San Miguel de Allende, Mexico. She
spoke of the importance of traveling to learn from other people and
in turn to share what you know with
them. So that’ is what she did. In Italy
she learned about glasswork; another
defining moment in her creative process was learning the peyote stitch,

Sculter, performance artist, textile artist, and speaker Joyce J. Scott.
Photo by Taylor Blackson.

which gave her “true command of
what was in [her] mind.”
Within her pieces, Scott explores
and creates dialogue using blunt
imagery about politically, racially and
sexually charged topics that are dear
to her — from African albino violence
to the objectification of women to

slaves trying to escape slavery. She
says visual art is the most powerful
way to talk about the things that are
giving her a hard time. Besides beads,
she is known to use found objects,
glass and other mediums. As a performance artist with several groups
as well as on her own, she expressed
herself in yet another way — rejecting

Guest quintet performs

Ursa Anderson
Staff Writer

______________________________________

ADVERTISE
EXPOSURE

On Thursday night, Sept. 19, the
Conservatory hosted a guest recital featuring Ralph Alessi and This
Against That in Harper Hall. The
quintet included Alessi himself on
trumpet, Jon Irabagon on tenor saxophone, Andy Milne on piano, Drew
Gress on bass and Mark Ferber on
drums. Alessi has composed several
other albums through the years, often
including the popular Ravi Coltrane
on saxophone.
After walking on stage, Alessi
announced that they were going to
be playing a selection of songs off his
recently released album, “Imaginary
Friends.” The group opened up with
“Fun Room.” It started off with an
upbeat, almost chaotic melody line by
Alessi, accompanied nicely by Ferber
on drums. Later on, Milne joined in
with a similarly timed line on piano.
Eventually, the whole group had
joined in with these almost frantic
phrases, all doing their own thing but
somehow making it come together
very well. Then Irabagon soloed in one

of his several impressive improvisations of the night, adding yet another
layer to the sound. The energy was
always high, as though it were right on
the edge of something. This all came
to an end with an abrupt stop which
worked surprisingly well with all the
energy they had built up.
The second tune started with a
more eerie tone than the first. Milne
stepped away from conventional
playing and started messing with the
inside strings of the piano. This gave
certain notes a different timbre than
the rest which resonated well with the
mood of the song. Alessi then joined
in with some high-pitched squeals,
adding to what Milne was laying out.
Then Irabagon came out with his own
thing, experimenting by just blowing
air through his horn and using the
keys as a sort of percussion instrument.
The group then played “Improper
Authorities,” starting out with a lively
bass solo by Gress. What really got
the audience going, though, was their
fourth tune. It started slower than the
rest of the pieces from the set, but it
still reigned true to Alessi’s off-kilter

Make your
message
stand out
and be
heard.

rhythms and unique melody pairings.
This song exemplified the quintet’s
ability to blend their sound. It was as
though they were making all of their
instruments melt together into this
otherworldly being that had its own
way of speaking. It was rarely just one
player or sound leading the pack. But
when there was, it was really Irabagon
who was giving the room life. He had
a clear connection to his tenor, and
it revived the whole room whenever
he started playing. All the jazz fans
in the crowd reacted very well to this
tune and Irabagon. It was the only
song that moved them so much as to
start cheering while the music was
still playing.
This concert was just another
testament to music being a special
language. Each musician is speaking through their instruments to one
another, communicating on a seemingly spiritual level. Witnessing that
kind of communication live is a special
experience for everyone in the room.
Ralph Alessi’s music is available on
Spotify and YouTube to those readers
who are interested in taking a listen.

To advertise in
The
Lawrentian,
contact
lawrentian@
lawrence.edu.

the idea through her multi-faceted art
that any ethnic group could only have
one form of expression.
She currently has five pieces in
the Bergstrom-Mahler Museum of
Glass in Neenah. Her art is also featured as permanent fixtures throughout the world in galleries and exhibits
such as the Smithsonian American Art

Museum — where she was named as a
Smithsonian Visionary Artist in 2019
— that showcase pieces with beads
and glass from all different times and
places, blending them together to
carry on the tradition of visual arts
that she has carried with her from
generations before.
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Gamelan group
returns to Lawrence
Camille Robertson

Staff Writer
______________________________________

Çudamani, a Gamelan ensemble
from Bali, Indonesia, paid Lawrence
their first visit in seven years this
Monday, Sept. 6. Gamelan is a unique
form of orchestra comprised largely
of percussion instruments, such as
gongs (bonang) and xylophones (gambang kayu). Çudamani combines the
orchestral music with theatrical performance and dance.
The Stansbury Theater stage was
decorated with brightly colored tapestries and totems. There were six
metallophones and a gong already
set up before their players, all men,
entered the stage and the performance
began. The introductory piece had an
almost mysterious feeling to it, as the
musicians harmonized and synchronized on suspended metal plates, each
note ringing out somewhat eerily. The
players moved their arms strategically
while playing, lifting in a swooping
motion. The metallophones seemed
sensitive, their sound either very quiet
or very loud depending on the force
with which they were hit. The piece,
entitled “Rangrang,” is meant to refer
to “that which is intertwined or knit
together, just as we are interwoven
with one another and the universe
around us,” as the program explained.
They played one more piece —
this one involving Baris Pengider,
an ancient form of warrior dance —
before introducing associate director Emiko Saraswati Susilo. Susilo
entered the stage to introduce the
group and discuss the first two pieces. She also noted how wonderful
it was to be back at Lawrence, saying that Appleton “feels like [their]
home in the Midwest.” She then introduced the next piece, which incorporated Wayang Wong, “an ancient
form of Balinese dance drama known
for its beautiful and unique sacred
masks and its singular focus on the
Ramayana.” This particular piece,
Susilo explained, told the story of twin
brothers who, while fighting over a
magical chalice, are transformed into
monkeys by mistake. Dancers I Put
Wibi Wicaksana and Ida Bagus Putu
Eka Wirawan portrayed the monkeys,
entering the stage dressed in intricate costumes complete with gorgeous
monkey masks and tails poking out
from under their robes. Their movements were, of course, monkey-like
— somewhat erratic, and highly energized. Unlike many forms of Western

dance, dancers of Wayang Wong are
able to “signal the drummer to stop/
start the music, change the tempo,
melody and feeling of the scene.” This
aspect made the performance relatively unpredictable, which enhanced
the excitement of the scene.
In the following piece, dancer
Dewa Ayu Larassanti portrayed a
young man in love, as was the title
of the number. It is explained that
“North Bali is famous for casting
female dancers in the energetic movement and temperaments of young
men — from sweet and playful to
powerful and fearless.” Larassanti’s
movements captured this description
incredibly well. In some moments,
she moved her eyes, neck and hands
separately from the rest of her body to
the beat of the music in a mischievous
way, demonstrating a playful energy;
at other times, she shuffled about the
stage infringing on the personal space
of the drummers as a demonstration
of power.
After intermission, there were
two more pieces before the finale.
The final piece was perhaps the most
incredible because of the perfect unison that the dancers and musicians
alike remained in for such an extended period of time. The piece tells the
story of two sisters, who are both
married to a King, and what happens
when the younger sister attempts to
kill the King. When her plan is foiled,
“the queen is transformed into a terrifying demoness”. In the performance,
her transformation is represented by a
change in dance and in costume, when
she seamlessly leaves the stage and is
replaced by dancer Ida Bagus Putu
Eka Wirawan, who wears a mask and
is draped in a feather-like robe. The
musicians leave their instruments,
remove their shirts, and begin chanting kecak — a type of body music — in
an attempt to fight off the demon.
Unfortunately, they are ultimately
defeated, knocked to the ground by
one huge blow from the transformed
queen.
The show received a welldeserved standing ovation, having
truly wowed the audience. Hopefully
this is not the last time Lawrence
will be visited by the incredible
Gamelan Çudamani. For those interested, Lawrence has its own Gamelan
ensemble called Gamelan Cahaya Asri,
directed by master Balinese musician
and Lecturer of Music I Dewa Ketut
Alit Adnyana. Their next performance
will be announced sometime this fall.

Improv duo transcends
Emily Austin
Staff Writer

______________________________________

On Wednesday, Sept. 18,
Lecturer of Music and pianist Bill
Carrothers gave a faculty recital
along with Instructor of Music and
Improvisational Group of Lawrence
University (IGLU) director Matt
Turner on cello. The recital had no
program, but pieces were announced
from the stage to a packed house of
students and community members.
The stage of Harper Hall was set as
an intimate performance space with
a single lamp on the floor in otherwise pitch blackness, barely illuminating the musicians. Their first few
pieces were improvisations on jazz
standards, such as “All the Things
You Are” composed by Jerome Kerns.
The pair switched between fast paced,
rambling lines and melodic, soft, slow
moving phrases.
Much of the evening, however,
Carrothers and Turner performed
compositions they had collaborated
on when approached about writing
a soundtrack for a recently written
graphic novel. The novel is based on
the life of a Frenchman who enlisted
in the French army and fought for his
country, which Carrothers described
to the audience in somewhat vague
terms. The compositions that followed
said more than his words could, painting the life of a young boy growing

up in a changing world, traveling to
America and returning to his home in
France to become a soldier.
“Black Dragon,” the third piece
of the evening, was inspired by the
sounds of steam locomotives, one
method of transportation the young
man used. In this version, Carrothers
used sets of blocked ascending chords,
creating an air of mystery and the eerie
sense of something coming. The piano
mimicked the sounds of wheels on
tracks, using cyclical patterns, while
the cello became the steam rising from
the smokestack as well as the train’s
whistle. Carrothers explained that
the pieces were partially improvised
in recording sessions and therefore
every time they are played, the compositions vary slightly. The experience
of hearing original music taking shape
before them kept the audience rapt
throughout the performance.
The fourth piece painted an
image of a bombed-out cathedral
from the Frenchman’s life story. As
Turner began this one on the cello,
I was shocked to identify a classical
sonata-like form begin after the more
jazz genre improv experiments we had
been hearing. The piece presented a
dream-like liminal space, one where
music could be anything and truly
take any shape. Carrothers’ habit of
singing along to his improvisations
added to the free aura, making it
unlike any performance space I’ve
been in.

The last two pieces, my personal favorites, depicted a family
Thanksgiving Day feast in America
and a transcendent ending composition that descended on us audience
members as a blanket of nostalgia.
The first, called “Twice Around the
Block,” tells the story of a visit to the
young man’s American family. After
stuffing themselves, the older cousins
ran off their meals around the block
only to return and fill their plates
once again. The piece illustrates the
awe with which the boy watches his
older role models as he tries to catch
up with them. Carrothers truly proved
himself with the “kind of improv” in
this piece. The music seems to start
inside of him and is simply transmitted out through his fingers. The circular patterns around the piano made
me think of an old movie or flipping
the pages of a memory book.
However, it was the last piece
that moved me the most. With no
introduction, Turner began what
reminded me of a Spanish love song
theme, the electric cello invoking an
even more melancholy tone. A truly
deep hush fell over the audience and
the sense of connection and attention
was palpable in the theatre. In the
moment, I believed that piece to be
one of the most beautiful and haunting things I had ever heard, and I
can barely attempt to describe it with
words. The pair were rightfully met
with a standing ovation.
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Staff Editorial: The new meal plan is a scam
This year, Lawrence introduced a new meal plan system. Among other changes, it shifted around term meal plan
options and added a new one that is intended to allow students to have all three of their meals every day in Andrew
Commons. Additionally, meal swipes expire and replenish every week, forcing students to plan their meals more
carefully.
Despite the many emails sent to the student body and the posters located around the Warch Campus Center,
students discovered many of the smaller changes on their own. Many of these are small inconveniences that were
previously appreciated features of the Cafe, Corner Store and Commons. These changes include the elimination of
sack lunches from the Corner Store, the requirement to purchase a beverage cup with their clamshell in the Commons
instead of being provided one, and the new need to plan around meal swipes rather than eat when and where the day’s
impromptu schedule allows.
Some of these changes feel less like small inconveniences and more like a Bon Appetit ploy to put more money in
their pockets at the student’s expense. Not only are we paying more for a meal plan that still does not provide students
with three meals a day as intended, but we have less freedom to budget our meal swipes and culinary cash, and use our
own money in the ways that we wish. One major change that may increase students’ monetary loss while also increasing Bon Appetit’s monetary gain is the removal of the culinary cash and meal swipe roll-over. In the past, this roll-over
was helpful for students who may have needed more culinary cash or swipes in later terms, since it allowed students
to save and budget accordingly. The new system does not allow this, and may also result in wasted meal swipes each
week, and wasted culinary cash at the end of each term. What other use would this serve than for Bon Appetit to have
a chance to gain even more unused money from students? We are also concerned that because students will be afraid
of wasting swipes and culinary cash, they will end up running out too quickly, requiring them to use pocket money for
food, money that wasn’t budgeted for meals at the beginning of the year, since food needs are supposed to be covered
by the expensive meal plan that we are required to buy into.
We are also frustrated by the addition of the “guest swipes” or rather, the new rule that students are no longer
allowed to swipe other students into Andrew Commons. With guest swipes ranging from only three to five per term,
students are being restricted from spending the money they already put into the meal plan. Why does it matter how
students choose to spend their own swipes which they paid for with their own money? If we wish to help a friend out,
we should be able to.
While Bon Appetit and Lawrence may make the argument that extra money gained from student losses will go
back towards campus needs, like renovations, we wish that they would have been more apparent in their intentions
if this is the case. Tell us what our money to be used for. If part of our meal plan is going towards renovations, set
that aside in a separate renovations fund. Don’t lead us to believe that what we paid into the meal plan will be used
for food for us to eat when it won’t.
Besides transparency, communication as a whole about these changes is a big issue.
Many students were surprised to find out that swipes would no longer be sharable when they got back to campus.
That change wasn’t made clear before meal plans were selected. Despite the efforts of Bon Appetit and the university
to communicate the various changes, many Lawrentians were not aware that swipes would no longer roll over term
to term, but rather week to week, beginning Friday morning and restarting Thursday nights at midnight. This may
speak to a larger issue on campus, which is that of clarity and communication. Many Lawrentians have expressed that
communication on campus is often confusing and unclear. There’s a lot of emails, but not a lot of information. During
the 2018-2019 school year, an informal Facebook group was formed entitled “The Shoutbox: Lawrence University
Edition,” bearing the description, “Communication at Lawrence sucks; let’s fix that.” The group has a membership of
almost 400, showing that the sentiment is widespread, perhaps even accepted among students. Even the often-changing and expanding names and descriptors of campus offices or titles has left them confused about what resources or
staff members to turn to when in need.
As these changes to meal plans and culinary services are new, we hope the staff involved in making changes will
continue to listen to students’ feedback and to what we believe would be most beneficial to us, rather than what would
be most beneficial for them, to further improve the new system in place. We realize that there were forums last year to
help determine new meal plan options but we are disappointed that such drastic changes were made when attendance
at these forums was low. To students, our communication on this issue is important, and we believe that we should
have a bigger say in our own meal options. Share what you like about the changes and what you don’t. Communication
on the part of the students is important if we wish to have an impact on how meal plans work in the future.
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Max Craig, at lawrentian@lawrence.edu. We
review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit for clarity,
decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should not be
more than 350 words.
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You can’t have breakfast
and eat lunch too

Mara Kissinger
Staff Writer

______________________________________

If you are a college student
reading this, chances are that you do
not eat breakfast, w hich is fine, no
judgment here. But here is the crucial question: if one day on a whim
you decide that you need breakfast
from there onward, would you like
the option to have it? Or better still,
would you like the option to re-allocate those funds elsewhere? Here at
Lawrence, the administration apparently says to this attitude, “Shove it.”
For the purposes of remaining somewhat composed, I have elected to use
less vulgar terminology. Basically,
it has been decided that Lawrence
students do not get three meals a
day. Apparently, we simply do not
deserve it. A true shining example of
the Lawrence Difference. Allow me,
friends, to break down for you exactly
how we get screwed out of key choices,
autonomy and a goddamn breakfast.
Alright, so there does exist one
single plan that covers “all” your
meals. I present to you the 19 meals a
week and a minuscule $100 translating to $1.40 a day in culinary cash.
Oh, and should you want a third meal
on a Saturday or Sunday, you’re just
gonna have to go somewhere else
because the weekends are ONLY FOR
BRUNCH! But say you are one of the
many students who find the commons’s hours restrictive or don’t like
the food or have unusual allergies or
all of the above. Maybe you move on
to the next available plan, 14 meals a
week and $225, translating to $3.20 a
day in culinary cash. But surely that
can’t be right, because that translates
to the only affordable option if you
happen to want a third meal being a
bagel and a spread of choice. Maybe
you can buy some veggies if you feel
like splurging. So, in paying the same
amount, when you want to consume
about the same amount of food, you
get LESS food for your money.
Fantastic. Alright. What’s next?
Surely it will get better, right? Nine
meals a week or one meal a day and
two extra, plus $400 translating to
$5.70 a day in culinary cash. Now

you maybe have more options, but
if you want that three whole meals
a day you are going to have to really
stretch that $5.70. I’m talking maybe
a muffin in the morning and a bagel
for lunch. Here we see that there is
even less food for the same amount
of money, because that makes perfect
sense. Finally, we come to all culinary
cash, a whopping $1175 translating to
$16.70 a day. Now, theoretically, this
is a great deal and actually capable
of getting potentially three decent
meals a day. The only problem is that
you can never eat in the commons
with your friends if you don’t want to
exhaust all that money super quick. So
why do you lose out on food the more
you invest in culinary cash, despite
the fact that paying to eat in the commons costs MORE than anything in
the cafe does?
Honestly, your guess is as good
as mine. I’m in the same confused
boat when it comes to us not getting
the full $1735 that we pay towards
food. Where does that $560 go? Are
they putting the money into our
actual food? Here’s the thing, LU
Administration: I have railed at you
a lot in my articles over the years, but
it is because you commit an arguably
even greater sin than this stupid meal
plan. You do not ever even have the
decency to fully tell us exactly why it
is the way it is, where our money goes
and how exactly we can have a say
and change it. It is not my job as the
student to chase you down and harass
you until you tell me with full clarity
why I should be okay with paying out
of pocket for one meal a day. Also, I
did not even mention snacks, which I
believe are essential to our existence.
People need snacks! It is your job
as allocators of my money to clearly
explain what happens with it.
I can afford to pay out of pocket
for one meal a day. I am very lucky on
that front, but that is not the case for
many students on this campus. But
you do not even have the decency to
fully explain why they might just not
get food. You give bold and broad
statements and excuses, but you never

See page 12

On the Cusp of Enlightenment: An Advice Column

Simone Levy

Columnist
_________________________________
Looking for answers? In need
of advice from a Taurus-sun, Virgomoon, Gemini-rising? Think you
can stump me? Email Simone at
simone.a.levy@lawrence.edu with
your own questions and you just
might be featured in next week’s
column.
Dear Simone,
I am pretty well-versed in this
Caroline Calloway versus Natalie
Beach ghostwriter fiasco, but I
have not quite made up my mind
on whether I support Caroline’s
response to it. I think she kind of
went full crazy and should have just
logged off! Should I even be paying
attention to any of this in the first
place?
Signed, Nobody
Dear Nobody,
I want to preface this by saying
that if you are not tuned-in to the
drama, do stop reading this column

and educate yourself on the wild reality that is Caroline Calloway. Begin
by reading the Natalie Beach essay
found on “The Cut,” and then I suggest binging Caroline’s Instagram
from her time at Cambridge to get
the full picture of her life. Then, go
back to the Beach essay and read it
with your image of Caroline in mind,
and then go back to the Instagram
and read further into the past of
Caroline Calloway. Then come back
and read this.
The dirty lowdown is no, you
do not need to pay attention to her.
You will continue to live your life
and nothing will change as a result of
your not paying attention to her. It is
that simple.
But I am a dumb person, plain
and simple! I am that person who
falls into black holes on the internet
and proceeds to obsess over the most
irrelevant and inconsequential garbage.
So, when the Caroline Calloway
dumpster fire hit the scene, I did
my research! Oh boy, did I do
my research! After reading the

Natalie Beach article a few times,
I scrolled back into the depths of
Caroline Calloway’s Instagram to
the very beginning of her life. I
was practically seeing the in-utero
Caroline Calloway. I read every
single Instagram post that Caroline
Calloway ever made in her life. Mind
you, this is someone who posts multiple times a day and has curated and
maintained an active Instagram for
upwards of five years. So yes, this
took me hours. I read every post, and
I do consider myself an expert in the
discourse. And here is what I have
to say.
Let me begin by announcing
I do in fact believe that Caroline
Calloway is a good person and that
she has no ill will towards Natalie
or anyone else for that matter. In
addition, I am sad to see her entire
life crumbling around her. But I
have no doubt that she will make a
turnaround and really explore this
newfound attention and use it for art
and for good. Caroline is literally telling publishers to give Natalie — the
person responsible for busting her

life open — a book deal because she
truly believes her to be the best writer
she knows. Despite their relationship
being in a weird place at the moment,
she still wants what is best for Natalie
and that is an admirable thing. I do
know that I personally would have
handled things differently in terms of
Caroline reposting everything she has
ever posted on Instagram and delineating what is written in collaboration with Natalie and what was written by her and her alone. But maybe
that is just something that she needed to do for herself right now, even if
it is something that I would not have
done. But I do think she is taking the
right steps toward recovery, whatever
that looks like for her. She has lived
her entire life on social media, and to
be honest, for better or for worse, it is
what she feels most comfortable with
in terms of expressing herself and
her art. Which, again, that is not my
lane nor is it my comfort zone, but
I am glad she knows herself enough
to know what she is doing and why
she is doing it. She seems — dare I
say — levelheaded at the moment?

Obviously, I would have made myself
take a break from social media at this
point, but it is the lens through which
her entire life has been “performed”
and viewed, and because of that,
change is not going to come immediately. In times of grief, of which she
is experiencing a lot of right now with
the loss of a friendship and the loss
of her father just days after the Beach
story went viral, I do think it is proper for her to stay within the medium
in which she feels most comfortable,
which happens to be social media.
I think what Natalie did was
valid and I think Caroline’s reaction
was valid! There! I said it! And I am
quite sure that she and Natalie will
not make up, per se, but rekindle a
different kind of relationship — a
more mature, self-aware and balanced relationship than before. For
now, I only want her to find the help
that she needs and truly experience
happiness.
Thank you for coming to my Ted
Talk on the current blogger discourse
that you did not want to go to but
that I dragged you to anyways.

Have a question you want answered?
Email simone.a.levy@lawrence.edu for enlightenment
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facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Me vs. poetry
Michele Haeberlin
Staff Writer

______________________________________

You would think something
as common and harmless as poetry
would be an infantile step in the great
pursuit of greatness for an English
major. But alas, my English teachers who vigorously cheered me on
throughout my childhood were either
gravely misguided and I have absolutely no ability to pursue this major,
or an evil sorcerer has conjured upon
me the Great Calamity of Cursed
Poetry. I strongly feel it is the latter,
so if anyone sees any evil sorcerers
lurking around, please let me know so
I can beg freedom from this bewitchment.
Poetry is like the dark evil elephant in the room for me, sulking
around the door of every English class
as he sloppily slurps up his peanuts
from a Ziploc bag. Poetry loves to wait
for right when I am starting to feel like
maybe, just maybe, I can understand
a poem and then BAM! he knocks
the pen out of my hand, overturns
the desk and creates a maelstrom of
cacophony with his violent lamentations. And then obviously with all that
racket going on, any possible analysis
of the symbolism in the poem I was
desperately trying to understand is
dashed to the wind, along with my
grade for that class.
So, in summary, I suck at poetry.
As a fourth-year English major with a
creative writing minor and a deep love
for reading, I feel like a walking failure
to my own kind. My fellow majors
laugh and talk cheerily on the way
to class of how easy that last assignment was to write a simple haiku,
their entire auras radiating sunshine
and glitter like a nuclear blaster.
And I trudge in wearily behind them,

Max Craig

Op-Ed Editor
_________________________________
As a single-major English
major, I often feel inadequate compared to the double majors on campus, of which Lawrence has many.
Our ten-week terms allow students
to take more classes than semester universities, so getting an extra
major as a “backup” can be attractive.
Considering the number of people
that take this option, anxiety can arise
when it feels like one major is not
enough. What I have found, however,
is that doing one thing is just as valid
as doing two things.
Senior Claire Zimmerman does
two things. Zimmerman is majoring
in biology and psychology, and she
does not regret it. She enjoys that
she can take classes in two different
fields, saying, “I think it’s kinda nice.
If you’re only taking one major, you
only take one type of class, and you
never have a break from that. I think
I would run out of classes I’d like to
take.” To my surprise, Zimmerman
also said the stress of double majoring

mumbling doggedly as I try for the
eight-hundredth time to find a word
that rhymes with esophagus. Why my
brain picked the scientific name for
my throat to use in a love poem I shall
never know, but there it is, like a wad
of gum stuck to the bottom of your
new chanclas.
I think personally the absolute
worst part about poetry is how performative it is. Do not get me wrong,
I do enjoy performative literature in
general because it is a form of art
and theatre, but what I hate most in
English classes is when we have to
read our poems aloud for the class.
At the beginning, poetry, the evil dark
elephant, is just chilling in the corner,
probably watching cat videos on his
phone or peanut commercials. But
after the second or third poem has
been read, he gets to work. “Did you
hear that?” he whispers to me. “Her
poem was so good; it incorporated
all the requirements and also did that
super hard syllable thingy!” I feel my
already-wavering confidence in my
own poem plummet. “And can you
believe that poet? I mean, he is so
gifted! His poem uses such elegant
words and he talks of his life experiences so beautifully. Wait, what was
your poem about again? Because I
think your theme is pathetic compared to that masterpiece.” By this
point, I have shrunken as far as I can
into my chair, hoping I will somehow
transmogrify into plastic or a tornado
will strike before I have to read my
pathetic jumble of words.
I honestly do not know why
poetry is so goddamn hard for me. I
think it is partially because it is less
easily classifiable and has such open
boundaries to what is considered a
poem. Someone could write an entire
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Life at Lawrence: Fantastic Friends
and Where to Find Them

Zach Fithian
Columnist

See page 12

Given that this is the first article
of this column, I feel the need to
specify my audience. While upperclassmen may look at an article about
finding friends and think it suited just
for our new lanyard-wearing community members, my plan for every
week is to write about topics that we
can all relate to, even if we do not
need help with them in the present
moment. Perhaps you have a friend
group tighter than a knot, or a best
friend who you cannot imagine a life
without, but I would encourage you to
read the next 700 words anyway, as it
might not change your life, but it may
just leave you with a new perspective. That is the Lawrence Difference,
after all.
Regardless of where you are now
in your academic career, we were all
freshmen at some point. Thrown into
a new social climate, especially at a
small school with a distinctive and
strong identity, we had to find a place
for ourselves in the madness. And so,
in the chaos of Welcome Week, you
find a few people that you get along
with, and you stick with them and
make things work. Sometimes you get
a lucky draw, and these friends are
actually pretty great for you, but most
times, a few weeks pass and things
start to change. This is a natural process, but if you are going through it
now, it is best to be ready for it.
In thinking about friendships
and how they work, it is worth asking the question, “What are friendships founded on?” One way in which
friendships are formed that I have

has been manageable: “I don’t know
if the pressure is much more than a
single major. I’ve never overloaded,
and I don’t want to.”
In terms of problems with double majoring, Zimmerman said that
scheduling can be difficult, especially
given the biology major’s lab requirements. She said that she has barely
squeezed in the requirements for her
psychology major as a result. She
also sometimes wishes she had the
opportunity to take a wider variety
of classes. “I kinda regret not exploring more. I would’ve liked to take the
Masculinity in American Film class
last term, but I couldn’t do that. It was
a shame.”
Still, Zimmerman has been confident about majoring in psychology
and biology since she was a freshman. “I don’t care too much about
exploration,” she said. “I pretty much
knew what I wanted to do and did it.”
This brings up an important point: if
you come into Lawrence unsure about
what you want to do, double majoring can be risky. Shopping around for
majors, which single majoring allows
you to do, can be a fun and comforting

experience.
I came into Lawrence clueless
about what I wanted to do, but I
knew that I wanted to single major. I
thought at first that I wanted to major
in environmental studies because I
liked to look at trees. But after taking
Intro to Environmental Studies and
Intro to Geology, I found out that I
cannot do science because it is hard.
Later, I thought I wanted to major
in film studies, and after taking several film classes, I found that editing
a one-minute video takes eight hours.
I did not like that. Finally, after taking
and enjoying English classes, I arrived
at the English major midway through
my sophomore year. Since then, I
have been confident in my major,
since I have tried everything that
interests me and found that English
interests me the most.
Taking a variety of classes can
also expand your mind and possibly
enhance your abilities at your chosen
major. I would like to think I have
become a better writer thanks to the
variety of classes I have taken. Since I
took Intro to Geology, I know a bunch
of words for rocks that I can reference

already brought up is proximity.
Living in the same hall, being a part
of the same groups or classes, playing the same sport and so on is an
easy way that a friendship can start,
and that is how most start out in college. Shared interests and hobbies
are another foundational aspect of a
good friendship, whether academic or
otherwise. Friendships that are centered on this usually come about as
people in the same clubs or majors
get to know each other. How people
interact with each other is naturally
another large part of friendship, and
so personality type and communication style can make or break it.
Finally, something that people don’t
often realize is such a fundamental
part of being friends is values. What
you believe in -- your moral and ideological code (which is not inherently
political) -- has great influence on
who you spend time with. However,
morals, ethics and ideologies are not
exactly topics people spontaneously
bring up in conversations over coffee. Thus, people only find incompatibilities in this department after
quite some time, and that can cause
a long-standing friendship to quickly
weaken.
In an objective sense, the occurrence of this is not particularly surprising. College is, as the cliché goes,
a formative time for all of us. We are
away from our families and home
cultures (some more than others),
we are at a liberal arts school where
we are confronted with new perspectives, experiences and ideas all the
time, and we are under constant pressure, causing us to make big decisions
and grow up faster than we otherwise

might. As a result, people change a lot
in their years here, and so friendships
get weaker, stronger or perhaps just
change.
These changes can be hard for
people, especially those who have not
been through it or who have not prepared for it, but it is not an inherently
detrimental thing. Losing friendships,
whether completely or in the sense
of change, can be an opportunity for
growth. It is a chance to find out who
you are and what you want in a friend
-- Kate Zoromski calls this line of
thinking the “growth mindset,” but
I prefer to think of it as the “thank
u, next” mindset. Treat your hard
times as an opportunity for growth
and use them to move forward, in this
case taking the time to reach out to
new people. In my own experience,
my first two years at Lawrence were
focused on having a friend group, but
I found this to be awfully restrictive,
and so I changed my mindset. Instead
of limiting myself to five friends in one
close group, I thought of them still as
friends, but separate from each other,
and made an effort to spend time with
people individually, including those in
my former group, and those outside of
it who I had too long neglected.
This is what worked for me, but
clubs, intramurals and even hall programs can be a great way to reach out
to new people and see what happens.
It can never hurt to meet new faces
and try new things, even if it doesn’t
work out in the end. Life at Lawrence
is full of ups and downs, and friendships follow suit, but it is also a treasure trove of great, interesting experiences -- you just have to know where
to look.

In defense of single majoring
in my writing. At any point, I can
say “igneous” and blow my readers’
minds. And thanks to the film classes I
have taken, I know a bunch of obscure
art films. If I wanted to write a poem
about Kenneth Anger films, I could,
all thanks to the freedom of single
majoring.
It is also worth noting that double majoring might not have much
of an impact on future success. Two
degrees could be useful when applying
for a job that requires a degree, but
when looking for graduate schools,
they are inconsequential. Zimmerman
said, “If you’re double majoring to
impress grad schools, they do not
care. They don’t look at your majors
as much as the classes on your transcript. This is what my advisor has
said, at least.” In other words, if you
are on the verge of getting a second
major but cannot meet all the requirements, grad schools are indifferent.
They care more about the experiences
you have had than the requirements
you have met.
Single majoring is also less stressful than double majoring in senior
year. When I mentioned the topic

of senior experiences to Zimmerman,
the color drained from her face and
she began fidgeting wildly. “I forgot
about that,” she said. “Double majors
have to think about senior experiences
earlier than most people. I haven’t
even figured out what I’m doing for
my psych project yet.” Avoiding two
senior experiences is a sweet aspect
of single majoring. As I begin my
senior year, I look on with a grin as
my double-majoring counterparts are
reduced to a frenzied bedlam.
There is no shame in single
majoring, despite the popularity of
double majoring. Particularly if you
do not know what you want to do, it
is a wonderful option that will allow
you to explore majors, expand your
mind and avoid senior year stress, all
without disappointing grad schools.
It is also always a good idea to push
back against the Lawrentian culture
of doing as much as humanly possible, which has rendered our campus
a mental health wasteland. If single
majoring feels right for you, do not be
afraid to do one thing.
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What do you think about the new meal plan?
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“I don’t think it accommodates the
students in the best way because
they’ve restricted the students’
freedom to budget.”
-- Bea Gee

“The intent was good, but there
are issues, especially for the
upperclassmen, ‘cause they’re used
to the old plan.There are a few
improvements we need to make to
benefit everyone.”
-- Sterling Ambrosius

“With the restricted budget I have
less chances to go to the cafe now.”
-- Lexi Praxl
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“I don’t like it. I just think it’s kind
of ridiculously planned. They already
didn’t give us enough meals in a day,
which is annoying, but then on top
of that they’re not actually letting us
plan anything. They’re trying to plan
it themselves which is not helpful.”
-- Mara Kissinger

“They took away the vegetarian/
vegan station and I’m vegetarian, so
you can see how I feel about that.”
-- Courtney Wilmington

“I’ve been trying to eat healthier and
being forced to go to the commons
more than I go to the cafe is probably
a good thing for me and I don’t feel
like otherwise I’ve lost a whole lot of
freedom with regard to the plan. I’m
neutral, but positive.”
-- Cole Stofflet
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Breakfast vs. Lunch
continued from page 10

bother to treat us like adults and give
us a full run-down. You can tell me

Me vs. Poetry

continued from page 11
“I think the new meal plan is really
good for freshmen who think they
want three meals in the commons,
but not as good for everybody else.”
-- Meryl Carson

“I think it works.”
-- Curtis Wayerhaeuser

“I don’t like the fact that the meals
don’t roll over to the next week.
That’s one of my biggest issues with
that because I feel like I’m wasting
money. I feel such a pressure to eat
rather than to eat for enjoyment
which I don’t like anymore.”
-- Caroline Rosch

book of poetry that has over 80 stanzas and someone else could write just
two lines, and they are still valued the
same. Sometimes people read aloud
to me the tiny feelings and emotions
they have captured on scraps of paper
and I feel so inspired by their poetry.
And other times I sit down to a formal
poetry reading from a greatly celebrated author and feel nothing.
I believe poetry is all about the
human experience; about reflecting
on your own life and where you fit
into this world as well as projecting
onto the future any emotions you may
still hold from the past. Poetry is a
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I ask for too much, but then when
you sit down to your prized breakfast
before work, maybe consider burning
a few extra dollars in the sink for your
lunch budget. Then buy a bagel with
one spread and see if it’s enough.

place in which the imagination is set
free to roam around and narrate with
liberty how it views things like love,
loss and wonder. I would love to one
day be able to share my perspective
on humanity, on what it means to be
human and how I view my role in this
world before I die, all beautifully laced
in the intricate setting of a poem.
Maybe poetry will always be a
dark scary elephant who hides in the
corners of my mind and taunts me.
But I hope for myself, and anyone
else out there who may have a dark
evil sloth or maybe a horrid raging
goldfish roaming around their minds,
that one day poetry may seem a little
less like a trial by fire, and more like a
true expression of self.
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